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The SCL Health Community Hospital (SCLHCH) project is a new, two-story building of 

approximately 38,500 SF that provides inpatient, exam, surgical and emergency health care to 

members of the Westminster, CO, community. This facility is a licensed hospital with a CT 

and X-ray imaging suite, (8) exam/treatment rooms, and (6) inpatient rooms on the first floor. 

Additionally, a surgery suite occupies approximately 9,500 SF of the second level with 

required support services, spaces and systems, with additional shell office space. 

 

In 2013, SCL Health Systems and Emerus, a nationally recognized innovator in the delivery of 

efficient medical care, entered into a joint venture to build and operate new community 

hospitals, expanding access to high-quality health care throughout the Denver metro area. The 

Kiewit team, architect PhiloWilke Partnership, and owner Duke Realty, worked with 

subcontractors to complete the scope of work that brought the first SCLHCH to Denver. This 

smaller inpatient facility offers high quality services including emergency medical care, 

inpatient care, surgical procedures and other comprehensive health services. This location 

features on-site diagnostics, such as accredited laboratory testing and imaging and radiology 

services including X-ray, CT scan and ultrasound capabilities.  

This is a unique medical building with an innovative approach to providing quality, accessible 

medicine and patient-centered diagnostic care on-site 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The 

facility is equipped to respond to almost any medical issue, including those that may be life 

threatening and require complex, critical care or surgical intervention.  

Services include: 

• 2 State-of-the-Art Operating Rooms 

• Dedicated Surgical Team 

• Anesthesia Services  
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• Post-op Pain Control 

• Electronic Medical Record (Epic) 

 

Solutions of Special Challenges / Projects 

Duke Realty required an aggressive schedule right from the start. During a four month period 

the Construction and Design Team reviewed existing facilities in Texas and executed design 

changes that fit requirements for building in Colorado, i.e. fire alarm zone evacuation system.  

 

The City of Westminster required a specific sequencing of permits that was strictly enforced. 

Initially existing active sanitary and domestic water lines were to be rerouted during 

construction but the city changed its requirements to complete the rerouting before permitting 

was allowed. Kiewit was diligent in keeping to schedule and working with the owner to keep 

construction moving forward to complete the project on time. 

 

The trapezoidal shape of the site and the limited physical dimensions were challenging to 

incorporate all parts of a full hospital into a small footprint. Site layout played a key role in 

keeping organized, leaving room for constructing tilt-up concrete panels, structural steel and 

joist framing, and cast-in-place concrete slabs for metal decking and footing foundations. In 

order to facilitate the crowded site and keep the under slab MEP and slab-on-grade work going 

in conjunction with the casting of tilt-up wall panels, Kiewit and the concrete subcontractor 

coordinated and used a 250-ton crawler crane to allow more flexibility with the hoisting of the 

panels. It was a logistical challenge for the first half of the project because there was not 

enough physical space to pour concrete panels—pouring was followed by framing demo only 

to rebuild frames for subsequent pours.  

 

Excellence in project execution and management / team approach 

SCLHCH was completed on-time and on budget. This accomplishment was met in short 

because of the close communication and excellent working relationship between all parties. 

• Biweekly owners meetings served as partnering sessions to finalize design, 
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• Kiewit and Duke Realty worked together to find economical and best-practice solutions. 

• Kiewit met with City of Westminster officials to make sure every aspect of the project 

followed the city’s building codes and expectations.  

• During medical equipment installation, weekly BIM model coordination meetings were 

imperative to allow seamless sequencing of work in and around the delicate equipment. 

Strategic planning took place when scheduling and accommodating vendors onsite during 

installation and testing of special equipment. 

• Charrettes were held with the owner’s commissioning agent to assist with the scheduling of 

the special medical equipment. These meetings informed all crafts and provided upfront 

opportunities to clarify concerns and properly prepare for smooth delivery, installation and 

testing. 

• The Kiewit Safety Team met weekly in support of a safe working environment by providing 

real-time safety solutions. Setting expectations and proper training throughout the project 

reinforced safety from start to finish. 

Construction Innovations / State-of-the-Art advancement 

Kiewit developed a logistical solution to constructing cast-in-place concrete slabs on a very 

tight site boundary. Crews laid framework, poured slabs, allowed the slabs to cure then erected 

the structure, removed the framework to allow other work to continue.  

The SCLHCH facility has a cohesive architectural exterior with other SCL / Emerus projects 

throughout the country. Local high-end finishes were incorporated on the interior that supports 

the Denver area landscape both geographically and professionally. The community hospital is 

state-of-the-art with cutting edge medical equipment that rivals any new full hospital build. 

With its two fully operational surgical rooms, specially designed low-to-the-ground wound 

sinks, open CT scanner, and other quality services, patients receive full medical access right in 

their own community. 

 

Environmental / Safety 

The responsibility to keep each other and the public safe is taken quite seriously. Employee 

engagement on this project was expected and necessary collaboration between craft and staff 
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helped to prevent safety incidents. Kiewit’s craft-led safety program, Craft Voice in Safety 

(CVIS), engaged workers on a field level in order to promote safety programs and give front 

line workers a forum to discuss safety in the workplace. Management was 100% committed to 

the program that motivated employees to recognize risks and mitigate hazards through training 

and promotion initiatives. CVIS members were volunteers directly from the workforce who 

had a keen interest in helping to ensure the safety of all. 

 

Active commitment by Kiewit leadership created the proper environment where people were 

able to make healthy and safe choices. Safety training, observation programs, and job hazard 

analyses were some of the tools and procedures used to help employees prevent incidents 

from ever occurring. An example involved designing a roof parapit 48” tall to give workers 

an additional safety feature while constructing on and around the roof area. These ideals 

provide the foundation for Kiewit’s safety motto—Nobody Gets Hurt. Kiewit provided the 

right safety culture upfront which continued throughout the project. The SCLHCH project 

recorded a stunning 141,585 total safe man-hours. 

 

Kiewit participated in the OSHA Construction Health and Safety Excellence (CHASE) 

program on this project. This program is a partnership between Kiewit, AGC, and OSHA on 

Colorado building projects. After meeting meticulous safety requirements, OSHA made 

available incentive offers that the SCLHCH project was able exploit. 

 

Although, the building site did not have an abundance of foot traffic, it was located next to a 

city bus stop and a local business shared a private road. Kiewit kept roadways clear for local 

access and coordinated deliveries and parking to reduce construction impact. Any community 

concerns were mitigated through the normal course of work in a subdivision. 

 

Environmental concerns moved Kiewit to add an angled slope to casting slabs to make sure 

sediment and water runoff did not encroach off-site areas. A water resistant barrier was 

sprayed on the construction parking area to reduce construction dust and debris. 
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Excellence in client service and / or contribution to community 

The SCLHCH is an all-inclusive small community hospital. “Kiewit is proud to provide the 

City of Westminster with a local medical facility that is built to last to help people in the 

community if and when they need it,” said Matt Harrington, Project Manager. This being the 

first of four community hospitals planned in the Denver area, Kiewit was happy to help Duke 

Realty with design challenges in Colorado with hopes that subsequent projects would 

experience an equally positive experience. 

  

SCLHCH is well equipped to handle any emergency, with the kind of equipment and services 

you would expect from a top-quality hospital. The facility meets or exceeds the standards set 

forth by the National Integrated Accreditation for Healthcare Organizations and the in-house 

laboratories are certified by the Commission on Office Laboratory Accreditation, the premier 

independent clinical accreditor. This project will serve the community well for generations to 

come.  
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Visual Presentation 
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